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► The European Association representing the Farm Machinery Industry 

► Brings together the entire industry, from multinational companies to 

thousands of European SMEs 

► A strong network of 10 national member associations 

► Recognized partner of the EU Institutions  

CEMA 
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2013: the ‘new’ CEMA in a nutshell 

Change on 1 January 2013: latest chapter of a continuous, 

organic growth story in the past 10 years: 

 

► A self-standing Brussels Secretariat (previously: co-

hosted with the construction equipment association 

CECE) 

► Doubling of budget & staff (from 2 to 4) 

► A dedicated focus on  

► technical regulation (e.g. ‘Mother’ Regulation) 

► high-level political lobbying 

► stakeholder engagement  

► & communications 
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CEMA’s tasks & areas of expertise 

 

 
► CEMA (Secretariat) has most expertise on the European political 

scene 

► To be the face & voice of the industry (image builder) 

► To identify & address legal threats 

► To keep track of deadlines 

► To act as a key stakeholder and expert for the European Commission 

► To assess the chances for success on specific technical issues and 

provide options for strategic decisions 

► CEMA is liaison to the relevant ISO and CEN TC’s, but per se 

is not active and does not provide experts. This remit remains 

connected to the national standardisation bodies. 

► CEMA Project Teams (PT) can decide to organise meetings 

and discuss the appropriateness of certain standards. 
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External organisation CEMA‘s technical work 
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► Up to 2016:  

► 2003/37/EEC: Directive with national 

transposition 

► 23 ‘single’ Directives with approval 

through committees with Member 

States experts 

► From 2016:  

► 167/2003: ‘Mother’ Regulation 

► 4 Regulations with technical 

requirements (without the need for an 

explicit committee approval) 

► 1 Regulation  with administrative 

requirements (with an explicit committe 

approval) 

 

 

Comitology 
Regulatory Procedure with 

Scrutiny (PRAC) 

Co-decision 

Comitology (without 

committee) 
Delegated Act 

Co-decision 

Comitology 
Implementing Act 

New regulatory power for the European Commission 
(Lisbon Treaty) 

http://www.google.be/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=aloWT2k_0_DH2M&tbnid=MpzywVkUHQqFQM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.stackyard.com/news/2006/05/machinery/05_new_holland_biodiesel.html&ei=nVpxUevzA-aj0QXA7YHYDw&bvm=bv.45373924,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNFqNH7GQ3ncLCuFEJUyw5wgwQKtXg&ust=1366468907025585
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CEMA endeavours to go for reference to international 
standards/ OECD codes and UNECE regulations 

 

  

► The European Commission wants to limit the amount of technical 

content copied directly into the Delegated Acts. 

 

► CEMA uses this as an opportunity to call for the inclusion of as much 

references to ISO standards as possible supported by the fact that: 

► There are serious time constraints in drafting content; 

► Many ISO standards are state-of-the-art and recently updated 

► Many of these ISO standards are already accepted in other parts of the world 

► They could in first instant be seen as alternatives to existing legislation  
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CEMA endavours to go for reference to international 
standards/ OECD codes and UNECE regulations 

 

 
► Examples of the reference in the regulation of functional safety 

requirements: 

 

 
ANNEX IV Requirements on steering for fast tractors 

  

ISO 10998 

ANNEX VII  Requirements on the field of vision and windscreen wipers ISO 5721-1:2013 

ANNEX X   Requirements on driver information systems ISO 15077:2008 

ANNEX XII 

Requirements on lighting installations 

ISO 1724 

ISO 1185 

ISO 3732 

ANNEX XV   Requirements on the electro-magnetic compatibility ISO 14982 : 2009 

ANNEX XVII   Requirements on heating systems ISO 14269-2:1997 

ANNEX XXX  Requirements on tyres ISO 4223-1:2002 

ANNEX XXXIV 

Requirements on mechanical couplings 

ISO 6489-1:2001 

ISO 6489-5:2011 

ISO 6489 Part 2 of July 2002 

ISO 6489 Part 3 of June 2004 

ISO 24347:2005 

ISO 6489-4:2004 
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Need to follow up closely the regulatory processes, 
requests in the committees and pro-active behaviour 

 

 
Example: 

► ISO is working on autonomous vehicles 

► In the draft EU Regulation for Vehicle Construction 

Requirements there was the threat of having ‘operator 

presence control’ (OPC) features for the tractor in 

‘dynamic mode’. Certain Proposed requirements  from 

certain stakeholders could have tampered the 

development of autonomous vehicles 

► CEMA succeeded to limit the OPC features to the 

‘stationary mode’ of the tractor by referring to the work in 

progress at ISO. 
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Need to follow up closely the regulatory processes, 
requests in the committees and pro-active behaviour 

 

 
Example: 

► The engineering unit at the European Commission DG 

ENTR has indicated that they are willing to include the EU 

harmonisation of NRMM for road safety in the revision of 

the Machinery Directive by 2016 

► CEMA Technical Board decided that this is an opportunity 

that should not be missed 

► Checks are necessary  

► to find the gaps in European requirements and test methodologies 

and address them at the standardisation platform. 

► To find common standards for different machines or even sectors, 

certainly concerning test methodologies. 
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Need to follow up closely the regulatory processes, 
requests in the committees and pro-active behaviour 

 

 
Example: 

► There is a serious threat for T-R&S vehicles due to 

provisions for ‘access to repair and maintenance 

information 

► A standard needs to be developed on a standardised format to 

provide the information through a website 

► These vehicles and its stakeholders will be included in a forum 

under the lead of the European Commission to find suitable 

solutions for conflicts between OEM’s and independent operators. 

There is a huge threat for copy-past of automotive standards and 

legislation. 
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EU-US Transatlantic Trade and Investment 
Partnership (TTIP) 

CEMA Position Paper calls on the  

Commission to address the following points: 

 

1. Achieving greater harmonization of provisions for 

entering the agricultural machinery market in the EU and 

the USA 

2. Achieving mutual recognition of certification between the 

EU and the USA 

3. Ensuring a coordinated legislative and regulatory 

approach for agricultural machinery in the future 
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TTIP 

► European Commission has underlined the importance of 

standards and refers to the role of standardization in 

preventing or removing technical barriers to trade 

► As such, standards-related matters will play a key role in 

unlocking the potential of the TTIP 

► Proposal to move towards a formal agreement between 

the European and US standardization systems. 

► 2014: planned cooperation agreement (or memorandum 

of understanding) between CEN/CENELEC and ANSI 

► CEMA supports idea for a joint US-EU platform where the 

latest technical details can be discussed 



Thank you!  
Dr. Ulrich Adam 

Secretary General 
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